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More than words
(Most of the oracle bone images in this article are from the site of Richard Sears. Quotes from classics are from the site of Donald Sturgeon.)
The Chinese character yan 言 is one of the most common words in the Chinese language, it is among the characters that you learn at an early
stage when you study the Chinese language. The Hanyu Da Cidian 漢語大詞典 dictionary lists more than 30 meanings for this character,
meanings which mostly have to do with words and language in general (vol. 11, p. 1). But the early usage of this character can enhance our
understanding of the meaning and usage of this word in the Yijing.
The oracle bone versions and the bronze versions of yan have two components: a mouth

and

. The last component, modern form xin 辛, is

burdened with various explanations of its form:

When xin is explained as a component of yan the picture suddenly becomes entirely different:

I don’t find the last explanation convincing, I believe that the xin 辛 + kou 口 explanation is the right one since we clearly find these components in the early
forms of yan 言. Gu Yankui 谷衍奎 his explanation might be inspired by the Erya 爾雅 dictionary which says that a yan 言 is a name for a large flute.
On oracle bones yan is similar to yin 音 (劉興隆, ‘新編甲骨文字典’, p. 121-122; 于省吾, ‘甲骨文字釋林’, p. 87-88), which apart from it’s ordinary meaning of ‘sound’
is also used as the early form of xin 歆, meaning 歆饗/歆享, ‘to offer/entertain’. This meaning was also used in later bronze inscriptions (陳初生, ‘ 金文常用字典’, p.
239).
There is another oracle bone character which has the same components and looks similar to yan. The Xinbian Jiaguwen Zidian 新編甲骨文字典 by
Liu Xinglong 劉興隆 mentions the character 𠱫:

The character 𠱫 and its variant form 𥩭 – which closely resembles the oracle bone form – are related to yan 言 as they share the same components. Liu says it
functioned as the name of a person or a location, but adds that it is also used as a different form of 孼 which he explains as ‘calamity, disaster’ (p. 970; see also 赵
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诚, ‘甲骨文簡明詞典’, p. 283 & 326). The old form of 孼 has the component 辛 as well, but 𠂤 instead of 口. There are several oracle bone inscriptions in which 𥩭
can be read with the meaning of ‘disaster, calamity’:

It is because of the similarity between 言 and 𠱫 that Gao Heng 高亨 writes in his 周易古經今注 at the second line of hexagram
5:

Although Gao says that the old form of 言 is clearly different from the old form of 𠱫/𥩭 he believes that in the Yijing 言 should be read as 𠱫:

This is not the only explanation in which yan is read with a negative tone. Wen Yiduo 聞一多 proposed a different reading which became quite popular as it is
mentioned in a lot of authoritative sources like for instance the 漢語大詞典 and 古代漢語通假字大字典:

Many books repeat this view without question. But as is clear from the translations by Karlgren in the quote above he did not agree:

Karlgren reads yan 言 as ‘to criticize, to blame’ and this is close to the meaning of 𠱫/𥩭, ‘to scold, to reprimand’. But if this meaning fits yan, does it mean that it
fits every instance of yan in the Yijing? Let’s find out. Yan appears twelve times in the core text of the Yijing. I discern four patterns in which yan is used:
X 有言
X 言不信
X言
言有 X
X 有言
5-2: 小有言.
6-1: 小有言.
36-1: 主人有言.
51-6: 婚媾有言.
53-1: 小子厲有言.
I’ll start with 36-1, 51-6 and 53-1 because these lines show how 5-2 and 6-1 should be read. 36-1 talks about a zhuren 主人: a host (someone receiving guests), a
chief household responsible for the slaves, a master. In other words it is a person: ‘the host criticizes him’.
Digression:
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Although I believe that hexagram 36 has a hunting theme (I’m tentatively translating the first line of hexagram 36 明夷于飛.垂其翼.君子于行.三日不食.有攸往.主
人有言 as ‘the Ming Yi bird flies, spreading its wings. The junzi on his way (while pursuing the bird) does not eat for three days. If he travels far (to the outskirts of
the territory) his master wil blame him’) I also see parallels with another theme in line 1. Zhuren 主人 also refers to the chief mourner at burial ceremonies, often
the son of the deceased. It is possible that 36-1 talks about a mourning ritual. 三日不食, ‘not eat for three days’ was a customary practice for relatives of the
deceased:

Using this information we could also translate the first line as ‘the Ming Yi bird flies, spreading its wings. The junzi in his conduct will not eat for three days. If he
goes far away the chief mourner will have complaints.’ I must admit I find this translation not very convincing, but the link ‘chief mourner’ – ‘three days not eat’ is
quite compelling.
End of digression. My point is that a zhuren is a person. Turning to 51-6, 婚媾有言, we also have (a) person(s): hungou 婚媾 is ‘relatives by marriage’ (漢語大詞典,
vol. 4, p. 374): ‘his relatives will criticize him’. At 53-1 we have xiaozi 小子, a term for the common or low people (漢語大詞典, vol. 2, p. 1588): ‘the people sternly
will criticize him (translating li 厲 as 嚴肅, 嚴厲 ‘stern, serious’. See also Lun Yu 論語 19-9: 聽其言也厲 ‘when he is heard to speak he is firm and decided (厲)’. It
has a sense of ‘urging, add pressure’, see definitions in 漢語大詞典, vol. 1, p. 936).
At 5-2 and 6-1 we have 小有言. This is most often translated as ‘there is some/a little gossip’ (Wilhelm), ‘a little gossip/a little dispute’ (Huang), ‘There is some
talk’ (LiSe), ‘use small words’ (Karcher), ‘there are small words’ (Barrett), taking xiao 小 as an adjective of yan 言. But the other phrases in which 有言 is used tell us
that it should be (a) person(s) who criticizes. I believe Hatcher is right when he translates these lines as ‘the small will talk’. There are other texts in which xiao is
used with the meaning of xiaoren 小人:

At 5-2 and 6-1 ‘the common (or petty) people will criticize’, but the ending will be auspicious (終吉).
X 言不信
The expression 言不信 occurs in several early texts. It mainly tells about words reaching the subject, instead of words being uttered by the subject:

In other words, 言不信 are insincere words coming to you instead of being spoken by you. This is obvious in 43-4 where it says 聞言不信, ‘hear words that are not
sincere’, but it could also fit the Judgement of hexagram 47, where we have 有言不信: ‘there are words that are not sincere’. But the examples given also show
that 不信 applies to the words instead of the person: the words themselves are not sincere, it is not that the listener does not believe them. We have an insincere
speaker here, instead of an unbelieving listener. But can we translate yan 言 in these sentences as ‘criticize’? Because (言)不信 seems to be a common expression
I think that in these lines 言 carries its ordinary meaning of ‘spoken words’.
X言
Actually it is not right to put all occurrences of X 言 under one heading, as the grammar in the sentences differs. Let’s start with 7-5: 利執言. Zhi 執 has meanings
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like ‘to control’, ‘to grasp’, ‘persist in, stick to’ (漢語大詞典, vol. 2, p. 1131). Zhiyan 執言 then means ‘to stick to one’s words (and not withdraw them)’. In this case
the meaning of ‘criticism’ for yan 言 is also fitting: It is good (利) not to withdraw your remarks but stand by them, even though you will meet resistance. (The 漢
語大詞典 comes with a different reading for 言 in 7-5. It says that 言 should be read as xun 訊, ‘to dispatch (a message)’: ‘軍中通訊問之人, 指間諜之類’, ‘a person
in the army who delivers messages, a kind of spy’ (vol. 11, p. 1) I have not been able to find sources for this assumption.)
Digression: There are two words in the Yi that both have the sense of ‘good, auspicious’: li 利 and ji 吉. The difference between them is that li applies to
something that you can do, an action, while ji applies to the situation (or outcome). End of digression.
49-3 tells about 革言三就. Ge 革 is a radical change (by force), jiu means ‘to follow, to seek, to strive for, completion’ (漢語大詞典, vol. 2, p. 1575): only when the
words of change-by-force are spoken three times (after three divination sessions) you will have the blessing and protection of the ancestors (有孚). Reading yan
言 as ‘criticize’ is possible here, since a radical change has to be motivated, often by criticism.
51-0:

笑言啞啞

51-1:

(後)笑言啞啞

These sentences are actually quite simple: they speak of xiaoyan 笑言, ‘laughter and words’, ‘jokes’. The meaning of ‘criticize’ does not seem to fit here.
言有 X
The last pattern we have to discuss occurs in 52-5: 言有序, ‘the words have 序’. Xu 序 means ‘order(-ly), well arranged’, ‘peaceful’. The grammar in this sentence
dictates that yan 言 has to be a noun here instead of a verb. Since yan can not be read as ‘criticism’ but only as ‘to criticize’ we can retain the original; meaning of
‘words’ here. ‘The words are orderly (and peaceful)’. Criticism would not fit the image of hexagram 52 either.
Conclusion
I think this study shows that even the simplest of words can have deeper meanings, depending on usage and context. What applies to the character yan applies
to the Yijing as well: the book is more than words.
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